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CHAPTER I

IllTRODUCTIOI
Many authorities have pointed out that the use of drugs
ot ancient origin, so ancient that its beginning is lost in the

~s

~bscurity
~own

of antiquity.

As tar back as we can discover, man has

about the poppy plant..

Some authorities list Mesopotamia as

the original home ot the poppy, and its use known to the Egyptians
and Persians at least a thousand years be~ore the coming ot Christ.
Opium and its uses were well known at the beginning ot the Chris~ian
~nd

Era.

The (}reeks and Romans used it in practicing medicine

it became widely used in Rome.

~pium

We are told that in those days

was taken by mouth and also used in a liniment preparation

Por relieving the pain of bruises and strains.
In the United Stat•• during the Eighteenth and !linefieenth Centurie., large quantities· of medicine containing opium"
~r

torma ot it, were manufaotured and had a wide distribution.

~umerous

patent medicines containing these drugs oould be bought

r1 thout a doctor's prescription.
Shortly betore the C1.i1 War, doctors learned the hypoder.mic method of injecting drugs through the skin with a needle
~d

this new quick way of relieving pain was widely used by ar.my
1

;

2

surgeons during the Civil War, which resulted in many seldiers
starting to use narcetic drugs without cessation.
It vas not teo long, hewever, before many physicians
began to. realize that medicines containing epium were not safe
tor their experience showed that it these medicines were used excessively ever long periods ot time, they proved to be dangerous
to people's health.

It 1s unfortunate that not all phYSicians

could agree on the addicting dangers of these drugs and they continued to be taken freely by many people.
At the beginning ot the twentieth century, however,

th~

public began to be warned about the use ot opium and the drugs
derived tram it.

111
fry

Newspapers and magazines helped in a campaign

to tell the people about the dangers ot addiction which could result trom their continued Use.

These series ot articles, the in-

fluence ot the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act, as well as the warning about these drugs included in the new medical and pharmaceutical textbooks, alerted the public and physiCians alike about
the danger ot the use.ot opium and its

deriv~tive8,

tor the use of these narcotics to. be controlled.
torces tinally led to the final passing ot the
~.~tot

and the need

These combined

lI.~r~~s.on

Narcotic

.1914 and 1 ts later amendments regulating the importation,

manutacture, production, compounding, sale, dispensing or giving
away ot opium, or coca leaves containing cocaine, their salts,
derivatives, or preparations.

Under this law doctors could only

use these drugs in the treatment ot their patients and were not

3

.,

allowed to prescribe or give them to people for their addlction.
The passing ot this law left thousands ot persous who were addicted to drugs and were unable to stop ot their own tree will.
People who were addicted to the use ot the •• drugs were torced
either to get their supply 111egally or to get medical drugs by
trickery trom a physlcian or druggist.

It was at this time that

the criminal underworld set up a system ot smuggling and illegal
traffic in narcotic drugs that stll1 oontinues today, despite the
nUMerous attempts on the part of the Federal Government to wipe
it out.
After the Harrison Narcotic Aot became law in 1914,
drUg

addlction dropped steadily.

Even sharper declines in ad-

diotion were noted during World War I and World War II, because
all shIpping and oommeroe were out ott with the oountries that
grow the opium poppy.

Atter each of the.e wars, addiotion went

up agaln, although not above the pre-war levels.

In 1948, hov-

ever, addiction shoved a buge spurt in the large clties in the
United States, particularly among young people, a condition that
had not existed before that time inasmuch as addiction had always
enveloped a much older group.
Again, as they had ear11er in the century, the oombined
torces ot the press and numerous magazines were used to inform
the public of this new plague among the youth of America.

In the

discussion of the youthfUl narcotic violator in these artioles,
however, the ter.m. juvenil!! and teenagers were regarded as

4

..,

SynonJ,moua and were otten used interchangeably.

While it is true

that the Federal Government, as well as the statutes at tour ot
the states do regard the juvenile as anyone under the age ot
twenty-one, the majority ot states, including Illinois (for girls
only) set the limit tor Juvenile Court jurisdiction at eighteen
years of age.

This misinterpretation ot the age limit ot the juv-

enile in Illinois baa been the cause ot numerous reterences by
some writera to the

app~.henaion

ot m&n1 thousands of juvenile

narcotic violators in Chioagol in reality, these numerous apprewere tor males between seventeen and twenty-one and telea between eighteen and twenty-one • • and these are not juvenile. in the eyes ot the law.
Inasmuch as the juvenile narcotic Violators arrested in
Illinois are oonsidered incorrigible, their treatment and disposition is authorized under the Illinois Juvenile Court Law found
in Chapter 2,3, Section 190 ot the Illinois Revised Statute"

which

defines the word dellpquent child as any ·male child under the age

ot seventeen years or any temale ohild while under the age of
eight.en years violatea any law of this stat., or is

incor~1g1ble,

or knowingly associate. with thieves, vicious or immoral persons
••• R

The use ot the word juvenile then, thrOUghout this thesis

111 reter to males who are under seventeen years ot age and telea who aPe under eighteen years of age.
Since there has been very little written about this new
phase ot the narcotic problem, it 18 hoped that the preparation ot

S
thiS thesis ~will p~ovid. some clarification ot the extent ot the
use ot narcotics by juveniles in Ohicago and will sUbstantiate the
stand taken by Ohicago law

.nfo~cement

otticia1s that the

se~1ous

narcotic problem, in Chicago at least, is not with the juvenile,
and will tocus the need tor additional programs tor prevention and
rehabilitation to /the older teenager and young adult, whe:re it
rightfully belongs.
In an etto:rt to learn ot the extent ot the U.. ot narcotios by juvenil•• in Chioago, the writer has made a .tudy ot all
the juvenile narcotic violators known to the Chicago Police Department during the y.ars 1950, 1951, 1952 and 1953.
revealed that there

val

This study

a total ot 272 juvenile narcotic violators

dur1ng this period, i.e., lOS cases during 1950, 88 cases dur1ng

1951, 42 eases during 1952 and 37 case. during 1953.

It was read-

ily apparent at the beginning ot this study (January, 1954) that
many ot the.e violators were now overage and their juvenile reoorda no longer available.

However, through the cooperation ot

the personnel ot both the Juvenile Bureau ot the Chicago Police
Department and the Family Coupt ot Cook County. the writer was
~ble

to looate 95 case records tor 1950. 87 oase records tor 1951

_nd all the cas. records top 1952 and 1953.

Th1. study, then, ia

~ctually

baaed on the total number ot these eases, or 261 juvenile

~rcotic

violator., unless otherwise indicated.
While the Juvenile Bureau

~ent

was handl1ng theae 272

or

violato~8,

the Ohicago Polioe Departone other law enforcement

6

agency also handled juvenile narcotic viola tors.

Captain William

azarat, the Director of the Youth Bureau of the Chicago Park Di8trict advised the writer that his Bureau had handled ten violators in 19$0, thirteen violators in 19$1, three violators 1n 19$2
and one violator in 19$3, or a total of twenty-seven juvenile
narcotic violators.

faese f1gures are included in the Annual

Reports of the youth Bureau, Ch1cago Park District, for the years
19$0-19$3, and are not duplicated in the figures of the caaea
handled by the Juvenile Bureau of the Chicago Police Department.
No assumption is being made here that the total cases handled by
these two law enforcement agencies, or 299 cases, represents the
total picture ot narcotic use among the juveniles in Chicago,

It

must be kept in mind that narcotic addiction per A! i8 not a crtm
ina! ottense and the addict must either be apprehended in a crim.
inal act or volunteer for treatment.

While this technicality in

the law might prevent many known adult addicts from being arrested, an etfort haa been made by the Juvenile Ofticers ot both the
Chicago Police Department and the Chicago Park District to at
least question juveniles whom they even suspect ot having used
narcotics, or who have been identified as users or 8ellers by
others in custody, so that the juvenile's rehabilItation might
not be delayed.

Since the addict is a sick person and needs

treatment just as much as a person who has cancer or tuberculosis
as well as the fact that he

secu~es

new users among his triends

to defray the ever mounting coat of his own supply of the

7

narcotics, it usually isn't long before his actions or those ot
his friends become questionable and called to the attention ot
some responsible authority, who in turn contacts either ot the
two Police Departments in Chicago.

For that reason, it is be-

lieved that the study ot tne juvenile narootic violators made by
the writer will give some indication ot the seope of the use ot
narootics among juvenile. in Chioago.

CHAPTER II
DEFINITION OF TERMS
To a.01d the confus1on that exista among wr1tera about
the word juvenile, perhaps it would be in order to detine a tew
more terms ao that the wr1 ter f s use of them throughout thia the.!
would be completely understood.
do with the word SArOotlg.
a narcotic is that it i8 a

The first ot the.e terms has to

The generally accepted definition tor
drug

that relieves pain, produces tor-

por or sl.ep, and in large dose., cause. coma and even death.
The medical man recogaise. narcotic drugs aa among the most
useful weapons against suttering.

Wi.ely adminiatered, theae

drugs bring merciful sleep to sick and troubled people who de.perately need reate

Properly used tor medically

preacrib~d

poses, the narcotic drugs are a great boon to mankind.

pur-

It i . 1n

their misus. that narcotics are transtormed from boon to bane.

They come under the apecial attention ot public health and law
enforcement authoritiea when such misuse and abu.e leads to
addiction.

liarco tic. may be d1 vided 1nto two main groups, a t1mulants and depressants.

The stt.ulanta tend to exc1te the nervous

system and keep the user awake.
8

Depressants produce drowsiness

9
and aleep.
Most dangerous among the stimulants is cocaine, the druB
obtained from cooa leaves, and when processed appears as a fine
white crystalline powder, which is oalled,Q, snow, chalk, and
by the addicts.
thetic.

~irl

Cocaine 1s still used medically as a local anes-

Addicts either snitf it through the nose or inject it in-

to the veins with a hypodermic needle.

The drug aauaes 80me un-

stable or poorly adjusted people to have a feeling ot pleasure anc
exhilaration.
,uperior.

Fatigue disappears and the user feels strong and

This ecatasy lasts only a short time, and is followed

by depression and nervous apprehension, which is relieved only by
taking another shot.

Cocaine is a dailgerous drug and a person mal

develop such a strong desire for it that he ia unable to atop
using it.

The drug, however, does not cause physical dependence

or withdrawal illness.
Chief among the depressant drugs are opium and its derivatives, the most important of which are morphine, heroin, and
codeine.

Opium is a dark brown or black 'ticky gum which is ob-

tained from the dried milky juice of the unripe seed pod ot the
opium pOPPY. a plant grown mainly in India, China, Turkey, Iran
and Yugoslavia.

It is usually smoked in a special pipe by ad-

dicts but it is sometimes eaten.

Opium and its derivatives are

used medically to relieve pain and to produce sleep.
it to produce a dreamy, pleasant stupor.

Addicts use

American addicts seldom

use opium itself, but there is a good-sized illicit traffic in

10

ts main dertvatives, morphine and heroin.

Both are white pov-

ers, sold illicitly by peddlers mainly in capsules or flat packta, referred to as S!2! and deoka.

On the illegal market in

1954, a deok costs from $3.00 to .6.00 and a cap, trom $1.00 to
!'2. 00.

Addic 'bs and illegal peddlers call morphine ! or some word

beginning

with~,

letter g or girl.
dicting drugs.

and heroin

~

or some word beginning with the

Both morphine and heroin are powerfully ad-

Heroin i8 considered even vorse than morphine

since it i8 tour times as potent, although at one time it was substituted tor morphine in the beliet that it was non-addicting.
The manufacture and sale ot heroin in the United States, however,
was prohibited by an amendment adopted by Congress 1n 1924 to the
Miller-Jone. Act, passed in 1922, which establiShed a system ot
import and export permita and restrioted the import ot raw material to medical needs.

Heroin i8 considered an outlaw drug, a con-

traband drug, a bootleg drug, which means that it cannot be .1mported legall,. into th18 country, nor can it be manutac tured,
sold or possessed legally in the United States.

While it is le-

gitimately manutactured for medical use in several countries including Italy, Turkey and China, there is no mediCinal use tor
heroin in

the

United States.

The tact remains, however, that

heroin is the most widely used drug among Amerioan addiots today.
Some addiots even combine heroin and cocaine, which combination is
known as a Ipeedball, and since theae drugs have mutually exelussive reactions, the addicts claim the combination produces a

F
11
.,

different and greater sensation.
The ancient origin of

dl"'UgS

inoludes marijuana. which is

made trom the leaves ot a hemp plant known as Cann,bia Sativa.

Ii

is smoked in the torm ot cigarettes known as reefers, stiCkS,
weed.s, Man Warner f .!.. and other names.

It cannot be confused wit}:

ordinary tobacco, being greenish rather than brown and ordinarily
contains plant tops and bits ot small stems.

The cigarettes are

usually rolled in brown-wheat paper, usually in a double

thicknes~

of paper to prevent the sharp edges of the plant from cutting the
paper.

The ends of the cigarette are tucked in to prevent loss

of the marijuana when it is being carried.

It has a peculiar

odor, similar to that of dried alfalfa, and when being amoked,
the material burns brighter than an ordinary cigarette, a difference that is easily discernible to an observer at night.
Since early times, the peoples ot Europe have known and
made use ot hemp.

The oldest document relating to hemp which we

now possess i8 a Chinest treatise, the Rh-ZA, of the Fifteenth
Century, B.C. l It describes the plant and states that there are
two varieties, one producing seed and the other only flowers,
use of this plant is relatively new in the United States.

Tnt

Al·

though thi8 hemp plant was known to grow in Kentuoky as early as

1176, the first smoking of it i8 believed to have been in New
1 Victor H. Vogel, M.D., Fact. About N!rcotics,
Science Research Associates, Inc., Chicago, 1951.

12
'"
Orleans where
it was imported trom )ieneo in the early 1900's.

Marijuana, a stimulant, has been described as having
much the same effect as an alcoholic binge, usually causing the
user to act s111y, giggle, and to teel clever when he or she is
really behaving ridiculously.

The growth and sale of marijuana

without license is forbidden by Federal law and by that of many
states.

It does grow wild in the United States and has been cul-

tivated illegally.

tlost of the marijuana sold in the illicit

market, however, is obtained from Mexico, which produces a much
better grade.

Its use has spread rapidly in recent years in the

entertainment field and in certain under-privileged sections of
mett'opoli tan areas, mainly- because 1 t 1s relatively cheap.

A.

reefer can be bought from atreat peddlers for fifty cents to a
dollar apiece, while a shot ot heroin might cost

one dollar

t~om

to two dollars apiece.
Much damage was done a tew years ago by a widely pub.

licized statement of medical authorities minimizing the menace
of marijuana.

These statements were contained in a report pre-

pared in :lew York by a group of scientists working under the 4i .. ·
reetion ot the mayor and became known as the LaGuardia Report.
The report drew the conclusion that the use ot marijuana does not
lead to physical, mental or moral degeneration.
Harry J. An.linger, Commissioner, Bureau of

~le

testimony of

Na~cotics,

United

States Treasury Deparument while testifying before the Special
Committee to Investigate Organized

Cr~e

in Interstate Commerce

L

13
n Wednesday; June 27th, 1951, in the United States Senate, lndiated that an editorial from the Journal of the American Medical
ssociation in 1945 oondemned this LaGuardia Report.

He reported

hat the American Medical Association and all reputable scientiic studies indicate that marijuana is very dangerous.

That

aport indicating that marijuana i8 not dangerous was placed in
y city libraries and it becomes potentially dangerous to the
While the statements in the report were completely
rue from the strictly medical Viewpoint when marijuana was de·
cribed as similar in ettect and potency to alcohol and not an
ddieting drug in that it builds up no physiological dependency
r wi thdPawal symptoms when a user stops smoking, it is almost an
imous agreement among scientists and law enrorcement agencies
hat the statements were inadequate, and marijuana should be conidered a dangerous intoxicating drug on other acores, most pal'....
icularly because many marijuana users graduate to heroin in order
o get a bigger kick

or~,

and it Is the most WIdely used drug

ong young peDple, including juveniles.

The writer's study has

that the invariable progression among youthful addicts
the first .tep along the road to addiction being taken
ith the marijuana cigarette. tollowed by the snifting or snortiAS
d then the !!inlinig& ot heroin, which is the injection ot
eroin directly into the veina.

Jam•• R. DumP8on, ot the New

ork Council i8 quoted in the February, 1952, issue ot Platto£!
a believing thestepa to addiction tor teen-agers are "fram

sneaky pete '"to pot to horse to banging."

Translated this ex-

pression means that the young persons start with cheap wine, graduate to marijuana, then to snorting heroin and finally to injecting heroin directly into the veins, although this progression is
not inevitable.
The use ot narcotics .among the juvenile violators stud-

ied was limited to marijuana, heroin or cocaine.

In view ot such

limitation, technical aspects of napcotics in this thesis will
deal only with these three, although the writer tully recognizes
that the use and abuse of barbiturates, bromides and benzedrinetype drugs have also been on a steadily increasing plane tor many
years.
There have been many detinitions of the drug addict but
one that is u,ed frequently is that ot A. R. Linde.m1th, who in
his

lh!

Nature

~

0Riate Addiction defined an addict as nAny per-

son, regardless of the traits ot hi. personality, who uses narcotic drugs ca.ually until he suffers diatre •• when the drug. are
wi thdraWll and who becomes aware of the relation between this di.tress and the withdrawal of the drugs is a drug addiot."2

Mr. Llndeamith further advises us that nomal persons, as well as
psychopathic persons, behave in uniform wLya in this respect.

DSU

2 A. R. Llndesmith, The Nature of
5 Addiction,
MSS in University ot Chicago LIbrary, quoted y EdwIn R. §utherland, princl~les Sll Orlm1noloQ, Foul"th Edition, Chicago, 1947,
Pages !i5-11 •

1$
lhl.1"cotle addiction has been defined in several waya.
In the past, the most widely used definition ot addlction has
been that formulated by pharmacologista which states that addiction is a eondltion brought about by the repeated administra.tion

ot a dr";lg so that its use beoomes necessary and the cessation of
it causes mental and physical disturbances.

They have told us

that the symptoma which appear following the withdrawal of morphine

o~

heroin indicate the development ot a state called depen-

dence on

~le

drug, and that this dependence may be emotional or

physical or both.

It was later .found, however, that this explana-

tion, while satisfactory to pharmacologists who deal only with
the etfects of the drugs, it was not acceptable to physician.,
nurses, law enforcement groups and aooi41 worker., who have to
handle persons who are addicted.

It is not denied by thea.

groups that dependence 1s important in discussing addiction but
it is. important Chiefly because it tends to make the addiction
continuous rather than periodiC, and so increaaea the amount of
harm which the addiction produces.
that

1088

It vaa repeatedly stressed

of self-control with reference to the use ot the drug,

and har.m to the IndIvidual or to sooiety were
features

of

drug addIction.

the easential

Proponents ot thisbe11et argued

that no physical dependence is developed dUl'ing chronic intoxication with eocaine, but in spite of this, intoxication with cocaine is tar more undeairable and dangerous than i8 chronic intoxication with morphine.

Cocaine, both legally and in common

I"'"

16
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use, is regarded
as an addicting drug.

olass would result in contusion.
would

b~

To exclude it trom this

Another example of a drug which

excluded under this definition would be marijuana, which

also is listed legally as an addicting drug.
The Drug Addiction Committee ot the National Research
Council in 1951 considered the definition of drug addiction and
.finally arrived at

8.

formulation which represents an attempt at

compromise between the proponents ot the definition based on dependence and the proponents ot the definition based on harm to
the individual or to sooiety in general.

Their definition which

is 'tihe one most widely acceptable today is that "Addiction is a
state of periodic or ohronic intoxication. detrimental to the individual and to societr. produced by the repeated administration
of a d%'Ug't

Its characteristics include (l) an overpowering de-

sire or need (compulsion) to continue taking the <lrug, (2) a tendency to increase the dose and (3) the development ot psychic
and sometimes, physical dependence on the drug's etrects.

Fin-

ally. the development 01" means to continue the administration of
the drug becomes an important motive in the addict'. existence."'
The word periodic in this definition was an afterthought when it
was realized that cocaine and marijuana are generally used as
spree drugs by North American addicts and are not taken

3 ~ Technical Report Serial Number 21, 1950
"6.1 Definition ot Drug Addiction".
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The use of the words narcotic, narcotic addict and
narcotic addiction throughout this thesis will confor.m to the
foregoing definitions of theae words.

.....--~-----------------------------------------------------------,
CHAPTER III
CAUSE, EFFECT AND TREA!l!mNT NECESSARY

FOB DRUG ADDICTION

Drug addiotion 1s not, in itselt, a orime, or, phrasing
it another way that might be less objectionable to the proponents
~ho

believe it should be so classed,

~ot

a violation ot any existing city, state or Federal law.

~t

drug

addiotion, per se, is
While

i8 not a crime to use drugs, it il a crime to have the illicit

~gl

in one's possession or to s811 them or give them away_
It ia

i~onic

They give miraculous relief trom auttering and bring sleep

~ind.

to thOle in pain.
~ppear

~d

that narootic drugs are essential to man-

When narootic. are in the news, however, they

in shocking stories ot drug addicts, disease, degradation

crime.
In view of the seriousness ot drug addiction as out-

~ined
~ha t

in Chapter 2 ot this thesis, it i. readily understandable
the que. tion i. so frequen t17 voioed: ·'Why do people. and

partioularly young people, start using the drug in the first
place and thereby voluntarily condemn themselves to a lite ot
~lving

~t

hell unless they voluntarily accept treatment to be oured?"

ia regrettable that it wouldn't be possible to list in

18
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statistical Lor.m what causes the 261 young people, whose cases
were reviewed for this thesis, to start using drugs.

The medIcal

authorities warn us that we cannot treat drug addiotion a8 a lim1 ted,

compartmentalized problem, but that in its many tacets, it

includes halt a dozen fields and in each of them presents us with
unsolved difficulti.s.

I

It is not certain what complex or d.ep-

seated personal inseourities, frustrations or unfortunate sooial
condi tiona leads to drug addic tion •.
Psychiatrists believe that. the most

~portant

which predisposes to addiction is a personality detect.

factor

In other

words, drug addiction 1s not a separate disea8e but usually represents a symptom of a number of psychiatric disorders.

The

writings of KOlb4, FellX>, Pescor6 and others retlect this point
of view.

Their studies have revealed that the majority ot indi-

viduals who become addicted to any drug are uaually suffering from
various types of psycho-neuroses or chaJ:tacter disorders, which
identity the persons involved as constitutional psychopaths.

They

stress that under modern conditions, individuals with normal
personalities practically never become addicted but emphasize that

4 L. Kolb, uPleasure and Deterlo.ria~on from Narcotic L'
u
Addiction , Mental Blsiene,
1925, VIII, 699-72ij..'
.,
5 R. H. Felix, RAn Appraisal of the Pe.rsonalit,- 'f.rpes

l

of the Addict", American Journal .2l Paychiatn, 1944, 100,
462-467.
'

6 M. J. P•• cor,_ "Prognosis in Drug Addiction", Amel'ican
Journal R! PSlchiatu, 194J,., 9'7, 1419-11.;.31.

~------------------------------------------------,
~
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persons considered to be psychiatrIcally normal may become
addicts.
A. R. Lindesmith7 challenges the concept that addiction
is based on a personality defect, arguing that proponents of this
theory have not (1) made use of control groups, (2) the psychiatric disordera which are supposed to underlie drug addiction are
not well -defined. and (3) there is no real proof that addicts
were p8ychiatl'ically abnormal prior to addiction since paychiatric examination are usually carried out atter an individual has
been addicted.

Lindesmith ovel'looks the tact in his criticism,

however, that these writers are not ot the beliet that personality difticulties are the actual cause ot addiction but merely
that such pS7chiatric disorders predispose to addiction.

Linde-

smith minimizes the pleasurable eftects of the addicting drugs
and leaves his reader with the impression that drug addiction bas
no cause.

While criticizing the above proponents, he does not

otter any satisfactory alternative hypotheSiSe
Dr. Harris Isbel1 8 admits there may be some justice in
Lindesmith t • objections but states it would be almost impossible
.'] A. R. Lind.sini th, Opia te Addic tIon, Bloomington,
Ind.iana, 1947.

l/

8 Harris Isbell, 14.D. and H. F. Fraser, M.D., ".lddiction to A.nalg~.lcs and Barbiturates", The Journal ot Pb.a.rmacolog
and Experimental ~erapeut108, Part II;-Voiume 99,:iumber 4,

August, i9:50.
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to find a satisfactory group of controls since such a group would
have to be matched with addicts with respect to age, sex, race,
religion, economic circumstances, culture, degree of drug exposure and degree ot internal oontrols ot behavior.

ae expresses

the opinion that he has yet to se. an addiot who could not eaaily
be

ahown to have been psychiatrically

abno~al

prior to addiction

provided an adequate psychiatric examination had been made.

One

would have to take cognisance ot Dr. labell's opinion because ot
hia vast experience over a period of years as Direotor ot Researoh InNarootlos, United States Publio Health Servioe HospItal,
Lexington, Kentucky, one ot two suoh hOlpitals in the United
States.

Dr. Isbell stresses that an individual who has personality traits Which predispose to addiction will not become addicted unless he is in same way introduced to an addieting drug, and
the drug must, moreover, produce etteets which the addicts regard,
or can learn to regard, as pleasurable.
Kolb9 believe. that the unusual mental reactions produced by these drugs which are not taken for a specific medical
need, are in the main pleasurable, for by increasing physical and
mental peroeption, a stimulating drug

b~lngs

the addict into more

intimate contact with the environment and g1ves him an increased

9 Kolb, "Pleasure and Deterioriation trom Narootic
Addiction", M?ntgl Hygiene, VIII, 699-724.

~----------------------------~
.ens e ot power and, by decreasing physical perception and the
acuity of certain mental processes, the depressing drugs enable
the addict to.soape trom innate diffioult!es and disagreeable
teatures ot situation ot the environment.

He stresses, though,

that the power to stimulate is not alone sufficient to make a
drUg

attractive to addict. tor there must be

80me

distortion ot

function or sensation.
Dr. 18be1110 further advi.e. that in addition to the
pleasurable ertect. ot the drugs, the manner 1n which the potential addict makes contact with the drug is ot great importance.
He believes as do many others in this field, that contact with
the drug a. a reaul t ot deli bera te exper1men ta tion to experience

the pleasurable etrects is a tar more potent aau.e of addiction
than is contact as a result ot administration tor legitimate med-

ical purposes.

These writers pOint out that ainee both the drug

and the method ot oontaot are important 1n determln1ng whether or
not addiction oceups, it is not surprising that the majority of
individuals with personalitr traits similar to those of addicts
do not become addle ted but simply means that such indl viduals .have

not made contact with the drug. under proper ciroumstances.

They

also advise us that one of the most striking characteristicB ot
addiction i8 the tendency to relapse, tor relapse i8 due to the

10 Iabell. -Addiction to Analgesics and Barbiturates·,
The Journfl91 PbarmacoloQ ~ Experimental Therapeutigs,
Part II, olume 99.
'

~-----------------------------------.
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same personality faotors which predispose an individual to addiction-

The personality factors are strongly reinforced by the

conditioning of the addict to use the drug as the answer to all of
lite's stresses.
From the above di'Guasion it appears that the current
consensus of opinion among medical authorities

&$

to the cause ot

non-medical drug addiction is that it occurs in an individual who
has personality traits which pre41spose to addiction, who oomes in
contact with an addicting drug as a result of deliberate experimentation to experience the pleasurable effects.
~1e

records of the juvenile narootic violators reviewed

tor this thesis brought out that the stories told by them as to
how they started to use narcotics were remarkably alike.

It was

regrettable that because of the lack of consistent information,
statistics could not be compiled on this phase of the study_
Where this information was furnished it followed the general pattern that the violator, in his eagerness to be recognized
regular or .2!!!

sl.

th!

~,

waa induoed to jus t

.m a

a8

a

m.arijuana

by someone el.. in his crowd, or by a close girl or boy friend who

already amoked them.

The basic desire for group identification

appeared to be the motivating force and not for escape as is
indicated in the history of older addicts.
It is agreed by most authorities that while

~ug

addic-

tion should be treated as a disease after the state ot addiction
has been produoed, non-medical addiction starts 801ely as a vIce,

24
since the potential user has the free choice to use it or not to
use it.

Hia willingness to start 1s usually the culmination at

hiS curiosity from being around others who are using it and his
tear of being called Chicken it he wouldn't at least try.

Al-

though the youth.tul. user has heud about marijuana before he trie
it, he has been told by

~.S!nS

that it would make him teel high

His knowledge at the ettect ot smoking marijuana has been limited
to what his triends have told him.

ae haa not learned through

authoritative sources the danger ot marijuana, not only a8 a
stepping atone to the us. at more potent drugs, but also because
of its action on the individual smoker.

Medical authorities tell

us that smoking marijuana sttmulates sexual impulses and perceptions with an accompanying release trQM all inhib1tions.

They

warn us that it may excite violent emotions and decl'ease the abil
ity to control the consequent actions, and trequently precipitates Violent. irrational, and dangel'ous behavior to the level ot
temporary insanity.
ofticials the

~onic

Muijuana has been termed by law entoX'Cement
of the underworld because it promotes a lack

of teal' and a contempt tor law and ordel'.

'1'h1s emotional release

accompanied by a definite 108s 01' moral sense constitute ita
The marijuana smoker soon

greateat danger to the adolesoent.

finds it necessary to amoke more and more at the reefers to obtain the desired etfect because 01' the tolerance built up in the
system.

Again, at the suggestion

or

triends already using heroin

the young person starts the use ot that drug, believing he will

~------------------------------~
se it

only~once

in a while for aar.m1es! tun.

The knowledge of others who had become addicts does not
ppea.r to deter the young pe%'8on who believes b,1nu"elf to be too
mart to be hook!d, or become addicted.

He usually starts by

niffing or snol'tins the heroin through the neat%'ila to get that

dreamy, out ot this world, nothing to worry about fe.ling" he has
eard his fl'iend8 talk about.

Again, he has not learned that the

anger ot addiction to heroin 1. greater than to other druga beause the body's tolerance to the drug builds up rapidly.

"Just

exper1menting~

with the heroin through snortigg

8ry quickly builds up an inflammation of that area, and the user
soon fOl'ced to inject it, first into the fleshY' parts of the

8

rm or body and later; the l'apidly mounting neces8ity to increase
e ettect aoon requires injection directly into the veins.

point the addict is refe1Ted to as

til

At

mainl1p.er.

Clinical stUdies at the United States Public Health Hos-

at LeXington have revealed that beoause heroin 1s a cel'ebl'al
d

spinal depressant, a drawsiness to110.a this inJeotion.

del' the

While

effects of heroin, the addict i8 not pal"tioularly dan-

erous, usually being in the lethargic and tranquil stat. ordiarily associated With the word gopel_

However, the mental and

oral sense, as well as the physioal being, of a drug addiot beomes affected.

A state of mental depression occurs which can be

eliaved tor a time only by increasing the doses ot the n&1'cotic.
t drugs are w1 thdrawn for a period of time, tl1 thdrawal symptoms

......-

-~---------------------------------------------------------------,
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become apparent which usually start from twelve to eighteen hours
after the last doae.

The individual exhibl ts tremors, uncon....

trolled twitching ot muscles, diarrhea, aevere cramps 1n legs,
back and

abdome~

vomiting and the loss ot trom tive to ten

pounds in a rew days, While the general siokness lasts trom a
As the testimony ot a seventeen-year old

week to ten days.
addict betore

~~e

Senate Crime Investigating Committee in Wash-

ington on June 27th, 1951, described going without a ti! or shot
or heroin too long: "Your eyes and your nose water, 10ur muscles
and nerves jerk and tv1 tah and thoae pain.a hi t you allover so
bad 1 t t a worse f n dying and trom tha t m.1nu te on every move you
make is just to keep busy, digging up your next fix."
!be history of narcotics is consistent in its warning
that the narcot10 addict, 1t deprived ot this regular and necessary supply, w111 commit any act of violence necessary to pro curt
the price ot an injection.

The daily dosage which quickly mount.

to four or more capsules a day coats approximately $1.50 each 1n
the Chicagoland area.

At the beginning ot their addiction, the

youthful addicts invent elaborate stories to obtain the needed
money trom

p~ent.,

friends, and relatives.

They 800n progress

-

to stealing objects trom home to pawn or 8ell tor the needed fix
money.

The addict leaves school to tind work but the cost ot his

addiction is usually well beyond his earning power, and he is
generally unable to hold a pOSition for any length of time.
erally, 1n the company ot another addict, be resorts to

Gen-
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.hoplitting', purse snatching, stealing packages t'rom delivery
trucks, burglary and even strong arm robber1es.
EBshers tor the drug peddlers.
prostitution.

A

few become

Girls turn to shoplifting and

Eventually, the addicts lost interest in every-

thing but drugs.

They become lethargic, have no ambition and are

among the most unproductive, useless members of society.

Most of

them are unable to hold jobs tor any length of time, and in addi-

tion, they waste the resources ot others.

They run through the

money or possessiona ot their families and friends.
While the phY81cal damage that drug add1ct1on causes 1s
seriou., other etfects ot drug addiction are equally harmful,
preventing an addict trom leading a normal happy lite.

Becaus.

addict. have lost the power ot selt oontrol regardIng drug., they
are unable to cure themselves.

Inasmuch as the drugs they are

seeking are illicit, they are torced to turn to the criminal population for their BUpply, and to crime to support their addIction
It can be clearly .een then, why the abuse of narcotic
drugs ia more than a personal problem that involves addicts and
becomes the concern ot every social agency ........ whether it be the
medical, educational or law enforcement group - - for anything

that causes members ot SOCiety harm, that makes them unproductIve
and parasitIo, weakens society as a whole.
A discussion ot the cause and effect of drug addiotion
would have to include the discuaaion ot treatment tor drug addiction since it is important that the drug addict not be permitted

~-----------------------------------------,
I""'"
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to continue -in his addie t:ton.
that the addict is a sick

The medical profession advises us

pe~son

who needs treatment as much as a

person who has cancer or tuberculosis.

Experience has taught us

the. t he intec.ts others with his habit. tor he introduces ot...'lers

to drugs, making new addicts and spreading the disease at addiction.

The treatment ot drug addiction is divided into two
phases,

wi~drawal and

rehabilitation.

An addict oantt be treated

in a doctor's otfice or a clinic; for, having no control over his
desire for drugs, no matter how sincere he 1.8 in wanting to stay
away tram the drugs, at the first sigh at withdrawal illness, he
will resort to any means to procure them.

The medical protession

advises us that treatment must be in an institution where the
addict can be kept in and the drug kept out.

Research shows that

an addict's body does not get back to normal operation tor as

long as six months atter the last dose, and that hospital treatment should be given tor at least that long.
takes a matter of days or weeks. it is only
treatment.

While withdrawal
~~e

first part of the

The real recovery or cure take. place when the patient

is rehabilttated, when his att1tudes are changed, for unless this
is done, the cure 1s not 11kely to be permanent.

Because the

start ot" general hospi tala are not *ralned to keep out smuggled
narcotics, addicts should be eareG. f'or in hosplt-.ls that al'e deSigned to handle theil' special problems.

Unf.'ortunately, tor ad-

dicts at least, there are only two such hospitals in the United
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States, the iJ. S. Public Health Service Hospitals at Lexington,
Ken tucky

L"ld

Fort Worth, Texas.

Because addiction is not in itself a criminal offense,
the addict :must either be apprehended in a criminal act or vol-

unteer for treatment.

Many parents, reluctant to place the stig-

ma of addict upon their child, or through false pride, conspire
to hide the fact of addiction until it is too late tor eompat'atively simple treatment.

Treatment at Lexington must be on a

voluntary oaela inasmuch as the jurisdiction of the Chicago court
do not permit sentencing from Chioago to Lexington.

OH.APTER IV
AN ANALYSIS OF THE CASES OF JUVENILE lU.RCOTIC

VIOLATORS HANDLED BY THE CHICAGO POLIOE
BliPAR'.fHD".r nOM 19,0 THROUGH 19,3

An analysi. ot the case records ot the 272 juveniles
arrested tor narcotio violations by the Ohicago Police Department
during the years 19$0 through 1953 revealed a distribution accord
ing to age:. aex and race aa indica ted in the following tabl.au

!ABLE I
ARRESTS OF MALE JUVENILE NARCOTIC VIOLA~RS ACCORDING
TO AGE AND BAGE, CHICAGO, 19$0-19$3 (204 CASES)

Oolored

'so

Age

12

30

Whit.

'Sl

'sa:

'S3

Total

31
TABLE II
ARRESTS OF FEMALE JUVENILE NARCOTIC VIOLATORS ACCORDING
TO AGE AND RACE, CHICAGO, 19$0-1953 (68 CASES)

Age

'50

12

1

Oolored
'51 '52

Wh1t~

'20 '51 '52 'S3

t~)

Total
1

13
lit,

1

2

15

<]

1

16

b.

7

.3

.3

17

16

2

2

b.

Total

31

12

7

,7

(,

1

2

,

2

1

1

1h.

2

1

2.

22

1

2.5

4-

68

.$

2.

The use of the word colored in Tabl.. I and II and else
where throughout this thesis is the standard classification used
by the Chicago Police Department in their statistioal reports and
is limited to the Negro race.
A total ot the columna in Tables I and II reveals that

78.6 per cent of the juvenile narcotio violators were colored,

57.1 per oent ot them males and 20.9 per cent temales. A further
study ot theae figures reveals that 21.3 per cent were white,
with 17.3 per cent males and 4 per cent temales.

The 3uvenile

narcotic Violators, then, are concentrated among the males since

75 per cent ot the above group are males. A more graphic demonstration ot this distribution is indicated in Figure 1 Which

~.------......----------------.
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follows: '"

Male
Colored

157

Female
Colored

57

Male
White

47

Female
White

11
FIGURE 1

ARREST OF JUVENILE NARCOTIC VIOLATORS ACCORDING TO
SEX AND RACE, CHICAGO, 1950-1953 (272 CASES)'

An analysis of the school record of the 261 case records
were studied as to school attendance of the violator, at least as
represented at the time of the arrest.

One hundred and twenty-

five of these juveniles indicated to the officers who apprehended
them that they were not attending any school when arrested, which
represents

47.5

per cent of the 261 cases studied.

To understand

why some of these juveniles weren't in school, one must keep in
mind the provisions of the State Law for the education of the
youth in Illinois.

Section 26-1 of Chapter 122 of the Illinois

Revised Statutes provides that:

~

------------------------------------------------------~
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Whosoever has custody or control of any child between the
ages of seven and sixteen years shall cause such ehild to
attend some public school in the distr1ct wherein the child
res1des the entire time it 1s in session provided that the
following children shall not be required to attend the
public schools:
1. Any child attending a private or a parochial school where
ohildren are taught the branehes ot edUcation taught to
children ot corresponding age and grade in public schools
and where the instruction of the child in the branches of
education is in the English language.
Z. Any chdld who is physically or mentally unable to attend
school, such disability being certified to county or
district truant officer by a competent physICian, or who
is exoused tor temporary absence tor cause by the pr1ncipal ox- teacher of the school which the ch1ld attends.
3. Any ohild over 14 years of age necessarily and lawtully
emplo7ed may be excused from attendance at sohool by the
eount7 superintendent ot SChools or the superintendent
ot the public school which child should be attending on
certificat10n ot the ~acts by and the recommendation ot
the school board otth. public school district in which
the child ~.sides. In districts having part time continuation schools, Children so excused ahall attend such
sahoois at least eight hours each week.
It will be

obs.~v.ed

in FigUl"e Z on page 35 that 74 ot

the viola tora ve:pe under auteen years ot age at the time of thei
arrest.

Only eleven of the.e

74

were not attending school and

were distributed as tollow.: two (temale.) had just been married,
two had just graduated trom the eighth

g~ad.

and

thei~

arrest had

ocurred betore registration in a secondary school) two had been
to the United States Publio Health Hospital at Lexington, Ky. tor

a narcotio cure and had not registered tor school on their returnJ
one oa.se, a g1rl, was a runaway .from another city and two cases
were l1sted as chronic truants.

Only one ot

and his case waa active in Juvenile Court recox- s.

~--------------------------------------~
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cent then of the 125 not attending school were under the age at
sixteen and in only one case, that o£ the suspended fourteen-yearold, was there any corrective action contemplated for non-attendance at school.
Seventy-one of the 125 cases of non-attendance at school
did not indicate previous schooling, but of the fifty-tour who
d1d,

14

indicated they had been in some social adjustment school

before quitting school completely) 31 indicated attendance in a
secondary school, two of whom had just graduated trom a tour year
course.

The ba1anoe, or nine cases, indicated they were 1n

attendance In e. grade school when they quIt.
Of the 136 or 52.1 per cent who indicated they were
attending school at the time of their arrest, 69 indicated attendance in a secondary school on a full time basisJ 28 were 1n
attendance at a continuation school;

14 were attendIng some 80cial

adjustment school, one juvenile indicated attendance in the first
year 01' a college while the balance,
a neighborhood grade school.

24,

indicated attendance at

One point brought out by this phase

of the analYSis was that ot the 28 who were in attendance at a
continuation school, only two were listed as being employed,
stressing the lack ot planned activity which permitted the juvenile to be more available for delinquent acts.

Thirty-seven ot

the 261 cases indicated employment, only three of whom were also
in attendance in some school.
In Figure 2 which tollows, it must be kept in mind that

35
the group between seventeen and

eig~teen

years of age are females

only, accounting in part for the decided drop in the concentration.
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FIGURE 2
AGE DISTRIBUTION OF JUVENILE NARCOTIC VIOLATORS
ARRESTED, CHICAGO, 1950-1953 (261 CASES)
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Since lack ot proper parental supervision i8 a oontributing cause tor juvenile narcotic violations, just aa it is tor
the total picture ot juvenile delinquency, the 261 case8 studied
were analyzed as to the presence in the home ot the parents ot
these violators.

It is not meant that the phY8ioal presence ot

parent8 in a home ot a child oonstitutes proper parental supervision.

On the other hand, it parents could be established as

being in the home of theae juvenile., it could show their supervision was inadequate in preventing their children trom becoming
violatorse
~th

127

In only 106 of the 261 ca.es, or

41.4

per cent, were

parents li8ted .. living in the home with the violator.

In

caS8., or 10.3 per cent ot the total, both parents wen living

put ot the home with tne child listed as living with relative.
PI" triendl.

While it 1s believed that the mother plays a ve'r1 im-

portant role in the lite ot the child, it was apparent that the ••

offenders ot wham
~f

75

per cent are b01S, had need tor the direction

a firmer hand tor the mother ot the narcotic violator is ina. living with the juvenile in 228 cases or in 87.3 per

~icated
~ent

ot the total.
In 93 of the total 261 cases studied, the present

~her.about.

48

ca••• , the

The.e two groups in-

that 54 pel' cent at the juvenile narcotic violators were

~eprived
~elther

In another

indicate. the father is deceaaed.

~l.ting

~eat.

of the father 1s unknown.

ot a normal home life with the abient father offering

moral or material support to his family, e1ther because ot

37
death or desertion.
When the postwar drive against the use ot narcotics waa
first launched in Chicago in 1949. the law entorcement agencies
met a certain complacent feeling on the part ot some citizens who
were not living in or near the areas that had experienced considerable narcotic violations at that time.

The.e oitizens verbally

expressed the opinion that the probl.m was obviously confined to
the South 8ide ot Chicago and localized between 12th and 67th
Streets, between Wentworth Avenue and Lake Michigan.

While these

apparent boundary lined did exist at that time» the law entorcement ofticials knew that narcotic addicts are paraSites and must
oonstantly seek new souree. ot obtaining money to provide their
tortured bodies with an ever-increasing amount ot narcotics.
These otficials knew too, that the addict would not respect these
imaginary geographical

b~~ary

lines. but would keep pU8hing

farther and farther away trom his home area in his quest tor
neighborhoods that had not been alerted or milked dry by piokpockets, burglars, robbers and car strippers, to name just

tit

tew ot

the types of crimes liated as being committed by addict. in Chicago.

Figure:; (page le) contirms this early opinion for it

points out that the narcotic

p~oblem

in 1949 appeared to be con-

tined within Police Districts 1 to 7. which envelop the geographical boundaries given above.

Since that time, juvenile narcotic

Violators have been arrested in nineteen other Police Distriots
scattered throughout Ohioago.
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FIGURE 3
POLICE DISTRICTS IN WHICH JUVENILE NARCOTIC VIOLATORS
WERE ARRESTED, CHICAGO, 1950-1953 (272 CASES)
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Figure 4 (page 40) indicates that juvenile narcotic violations have occurred in many Police Districts other than those in
which the violator resided,

strer~th.ning

the oontention of the

law enforcement ottieials that thea. violators are no exception
~~d

do not contine their criminal activities to the Polioe Dis-

trict in which they- live.

It can be observed b-om both Figures

1 and 4 that Police Districts are geographical divisions of the
city adopted by law enforcement agenci •• and are uniformly referred to aa districts.
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FIGURE 4
POLICE DISTRICTS IN WHICH JUVENILE NARCOTIC VIOLATIONS
WERE BY NON-RESIDENTS, CHICAGO, 1950-1953 (88 CASES)

One would be misled, however, it one were to consider
only the area where the juvenile violators were arrested as being
dangerous areas and did not oonsider the area in which the v10lator grew up and became a prey for the unscrupulous narcotic
peddler.

A cross-check on the Police Di.triot findings i. shown

by a study ot the Oommunity Area. in which the v101ate)2.". li".d at
the time of their arttest.

Figure

Community Areas ot Chicago.

5 (page

It designates

43) i., a map ot the
the number of juvenile

narcotic "iolator.who were residing in each Community Area.
The •• Community Areas are geographical divisions of the city that

were adopted by the Census sur.au in 1930.

In general, they cor-

respond to the old township boundaries into which Chicago was
originally d1vided.

!hese areas are distinot tram the Polioe Dl.

tr1ct. who.e boundaries do not nece ••arily coincide with tho.e of
the Commun1t)r Areas.

In general, the Community Areas represent

larger segments ot the city and are covered by two or even three
Police Distr1ots.
In reterring to

F1g~e

5,

it will be ob.erved that there

is a heavy concentration of violators in just a tew areas.

This

study revealed that there were 149 ca.e., or 57 per oent ot the
261 case• • tudied, conoentrated in tour area.t Grand Boulevard,

Are. 38, Dougla. Boulevard. Area 351 Near West Side, Area 28, and
Washington Park, Area 40.
Area

40,

1'b.Pee of thes., Area 38, Area 35 and

are undoubtedly the most highly congested and most in

need of recreational facilities and 80cial service agencies of all

types inasmuch as the residents ot those areas have only the most
limited facilities at their disposal.
~n

These same three areas are

a direct line with each other and in allot them the colored

~opulation

i8 predominant.

The 1950 Census figure. indicate the

lPollowing populations per Area and the colored population pel'
~reaJ

Area 38, total population, 114.557, ot which 113.374 are

~oloredJ

Area 35, total population, 78,74$, ot which 76,421 are

~oloredJ

Area

40, 56,856,

of which 56,118 are colored.

Geographically, Are. 28. 1. .epara ted trom the above
~hree

Areas, but only by a tew miles.

~lation
~hree

(160,362, of which 65,519 are colored) than the other

areas, the 1950 oensus figures indicate that it baa a low ot

~4,000

persona pel' square mile as against $9,000 per.ona per

.quare mile in Area

3S,

.quare :mile in Area 40.
~ation

~ent8

While it has a larger pop.

69.000 in Area

38,

and

63,000 persons per

Area 28 has a proedominantly white popu-

and the community sex-vlces at the disposal of these reaiappear to be better than in the other Area. mentioned.
The balance ot 112 juvenile violators were distributed

throughout 29 other Oommunity Areas While
apprehended violatora in residence.
~ere

42 Areas ii.ted no

Three ot the 112 violatora

living in Ohicago temporarily, having been runaways from

:>ther oities.
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ARRESTED JUVENILE NARCOTIC VIOLATORS BY COMl'1UNITY AREA
OF RESIDENCE, 8HICAGO, 1950-1953 (261 CASES)
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Earlier in this Chapter, the writer indicated in Figure
2 (page 35) the distribution of juvenile narcotic violators according to chronological age, at the time ot their apprehension.

In

referring to Figure 2, it can be seen that the youngest violator
arrested since January 1, 19$0 was 12 years, 9 montha and the old-

est was 17 years, 10 months, while the average

age

of the narcotic

violator at the time of his arrest was 16 years and $ months.
These figures should not be interpreted to mean that sixteen years
of age is the average starting age ot the juvenile in the use ot
narcotic

An analysis ot the 166 cases for 19$1, 19$2 and

~gs.

1953 on this subject revealed that 120 juveniles admitted the use
of narcotics prior to arrest.

Forty-two ot this group admitted

addiction 1n excess ot six montha, which inoluded 1) who admitted
use ot narcotics trom. one to three years prior to arrest.
records ot the

It the

46 who denied addiction in this same period oould

be analyzed according to length of addiction, it is likely that a
high percentage would ,how long periods of addiction prior to
their arrest.

This beliet is based on

~~e

tact that while the

46

denied the use ot narcotiCS, 7 had fresh needle marks trom heroin
injeotions, 17 were in posses8ion of Yarying quantities ot marijuana and 4 ot heroin, while 3 had tne addict'. outfit ot bent
spoon, eye dropped and needle in their possession when arrested.
Five ot this same
in eus tedy and

46 were identified as users

by friends already

4 as peddlers. Four eases included

in the

46 were

picked up with known addicts with long records ot addiction.

45
Agatn, if information were available for an analysis to
be made of the 1950 cases on this phase ot the subject, it is balieved that there would be a correspondingly high percentage ot
juveniles admitting long periods ot addiction betore apprehension.
It an analYSis then could be made ot the starting age ot addictio
among the entire 261 case. that· were studied, it i8 conceivable
that there would be a high proportion ot oase8 in the 14th and
15th year ot age, 1na.tead ot the ooncentration observed in Figure
2. i.e., between the 16th and 17th year.
clusions are

b~8iCal17

Assuming that th.a. con-

I.pund, it would verity the opinion which

the Crime Prevention Oouncil, representing the heads ot allot the
law enforcement agenoi•• in Chioago, expressed in 1949 at the bei~ing

ot their drive against the us. ot narcotics.

They stated

that one ot the most eftective ways to control juvenile narcotic
ddiction ia through education, and they pressed the enforcement

t the Illinois State Law tound in Chapter 122, Section 27-10 ot
he Illinois Revised Statutes ot 1949, which provided that the
nature ot alcoholio drinka and other narcotics and their effects
n the human system, ahall be taught in oonneotion with various
ivisiona of ph7s10logy and hygiene, as thoroughly aa are other
ranches, in all schools, under State Control or supported wholly
r in part by public money."
This group ot law enforoement otticials believed also
education should start betore the child

~eaches

high

chool age, which averages about thiX'teen and one halt years in

..,

Chicago, and preferably at the 7th grade level ot the grade

school~

When the non-compliance ot the above mentioned law was
called to the attention ot the Board ot Education in Chicago in
1949, Dr. Rerold C. Runt, then General Superintendent, promised
immediate compliance with the State Law and referred the matter
to the DiVision of Curriculum Development of that education

S'1.ten:~

Inasmuch as no acceptable textbooks were available on the subject,
it was not until late in 1951 that approved resource material
jointly prepared by the Divis10n of Health and Physical Education
and the Division ot Curriculum Development ot the Board ot Education was made available to the secondary school teachers ot
Health and Physical education in the Public School System in
Chieago.
To understand under What circumstance. the juvenile
violators were arrested during the years 1950 through 1953, it
would be well to analrze the reason listed tor the arrest ot these
young people.

While law enforoement otticers cantt legally arrest

adul ts. against whom addie tion 1?er .!!. is the only charge, unle.s
they are known drug addicts tound lOitering on the streets or in
public place., they are not so hampered in picking up, tor investigation at least, any juvenile who 1s believed to be delinquent.
Since man,. ot the •• juveniles commit delinquent acts apart trom
their addiction to narcotics, they are otten picked up tor the investigation ot one ot the.e acta, and it 1. not known until atter
their apprehension that they are narcotic violators.

~-----------------------------~
..
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In analyzing the 261 cases studied, it was noted in lIS

44 per cent of the total. the juvenile reeox-d simply
lists pick-~ !2£ investigation as the reason for the arrest ot
cases ox- in

the juvenile.

This figure includes

56

who were found loitering

0

the street at questionable hours; 22 who were identified by trian
in custody as users and

7 as peddlers; one identified as a burg ...

lar and one as a sex delinquent, 9 of these 115 were picked up as
known users and 19 with known addicts.

In the balance of 146

cases, it was noted that in 81 cases, the juvenile was apprehende
while committing a violation ot a city or state law.

These 81

cases included 22 arrested for larceny, 26 arrested in a raid ot
a narootic flat; 6 arrested for strong arm robbery;
iting; 6 tox- burglaryJ
and

4 for

one. each was ax-rested fox- auto thet

piekpocketing and violation ot probation.

146,

sollc-

5 on x-obbex-y chax-ges; 5 tor shoplifting

prolonged truancy,;

included in the

4 tor

In 13 other cases,

the juveniles vex-e apprehended while in the

act ot taking narcotics and 3 while attempting to sell narcotics.
A prior knowledge ot the juvenilets addiction was indicated in

49

other eases and the juvenile turned over to the police

by relative. in

33 cases.

by school authorities in

4 eases,

by an

anonymous telephone call in Z cases, by a hotel clerk in 2 eases
and by the Juvenile Court Judge in 2 cases.

49

In three ot these

cases, the juvenile violators were hospita11sed because of an

oveNos6 of a drug and the medical authorities furnished the
police wit!l the identity ot the users.

It ia di.coux-aging to note

48
that in onJ.f 3 cases included in the 49 cases mentioned did the
juvenile violator give himself up to the polioe authoritie, and
request a cure tor hi. addiotion.
It should be kept in mind that, for the moat part, the
intorma tion for this a tudy came from a review of the His tory
Sheets made out by the Juvenile. Police Officer at the time ot the
juvenile's arrest.

These reports differ widely trom the narcotic

history sheet. made out on adult narcotic violators in that only
intom.ation pertinent at the time ot the juvenile"

arrest is

usually requested and furnished by the officer on the Juvenile
sheet.

When an attempt was made to study what narcotic was being

sed by juveniles in Chicago, the writer noted that in 62 ea.es
or 23.7 per cent of the total 261 c&ses, it wa, indicated that the
juvenile. had been using marijuana, or had it in their possession;
in 185 c&se, or 70.8 per cent of the total, heroin, the derivative ot opium was the drug indicated; 10 cases indicated using
oth marijuana and heroinJ one case indicated using marijuana aa
ell as a combination of heroin the cocain&, known as a Ipte40!l1
hen the two are taken together; one other case indicated using
his comblnation of heroin and cocaine, and two additional cases
ndlcated the use of cocaine alone.
The above figures, however, could be easl1y m1s1nterto make 1 t appear that the narc 0 tlc the. t i8 causing the
st trouble among our juven1les 18 heroin beoause of the high
ercentage who indicated us1ng that narcotic at the time ot thelr

49

..,

arHat.

However, it the juvenile history sheets which are used

tor all juvenile oftenders, including the narcotic violators,
had required the Juvenile Otficer to seoure information as to the
date ot the first use ot narcotics by the juveniles and the type
used, as 1s required on the adult history sheet, it i8 likely
that a very high peroentage at the juvenile violators would have
admitted that they had smoked marijuana Cigarette. first, and
having learned to depend on a drug for pleasure, had turned to a
stronger drug, usually heroin, in an ettort to get more pleasure.

An estimate ot 90 per cent tor the first introduction to narcotiol
by .ay ot marijuana was given the writer in October, 1952, by
Judge Gibson E. Gorman, who had been assigned to the newly created Narcotio Court when it opened in April, 1951.

While juve-

nile violatops are not heard in this court, boy. 17 and over and
glrla 18 and over are heard here.

Judge Gorman stated that he hac

made the practIce ot asking eaoh narcotic vlo1ator who appeared
before him how he or she started to use narcotic. and les. than
10

p.~

cent stated they had not used marijuana betope

a stronger drug.
Judge

Go:rman

~ing

to

Sinoe the highest percentage ot cases heard by

fell wi thin the 17 to 26 age grouP. 1.t can be •••ume(

that the general pattern ot addiction would be the same

to~

the

juveniles, partieularly so slnee many appearing 1n the Narcotic
Court had admitted beglnning their use ot narcotics whl1e still
juveniles.
This factor of the juvenile using mari$uana flrst was

So
discussed

bi

the write~ with the Juvenile 9ttice1'. assigned to

the Police Distriots having the greatest number ot violatora, and

these Officers were unanimous in their opinion that leas than 10
per cent of the juveniles questioned for narcotic violationa had
not used marijuana prior to their use of heroin, but had discontinued 1ts use after beginning tne us. of herOin, so waa not considered pertinent information to be recorded at the time ot the
arres t ot the juvenile for the use of heroin.
A

great deal has been

~i tten

and discussed about the

subject ot whether the juvenile became an addict .first and then
violated city or atatt lawa to support his addiction, or whether
the pattern of de11nquency had been tor.med first and the us. ot

narcotics was the eammi•• ion ot one more delinquent act.

It i.

not assumed that the juvenile arrested for a narcotic violat1on
with no previous h1story of delinquency waa arrested as a result

of his first delinquent act tor the law of average. would negate
such a premia..

While the taotop of which came tirat, the use

ot narcotics or tn. pattern ot delinquen01. could not be studied,
it might be of interest to note in pass1ng, however, that in

160 cas•••- 81 cas •• tor 1951 and the 19 oas •• in 1952-1953 -fitty.six juveniles were arrested for the first ttme while 104

5 previous arrest. tor violations of
city and state laws, including 24 who bad arrest. tor prior narjuvenile. had trom 1 to

cotic violations.

The 104 ca.6' included prior arrests tor lar-

ceny, 28 case.; burglary, 18 ca••

s,

strong arm robbery, 5 cases;

$1
auto larceny, 9 cases and 2 cases of robbe~.
Again, the figures for later arrests of both the first
offenders and recidivists would not be too valid on the juvenile

level, since the major proportion of tile •• cases were sixteenyear-old males who became minors on their seventeenth birthday,
and.

their

1'8o.01'd8

of later arres ta were handled· by the Narcotic

Bureau of the Chicago Police Department along with other adult
narcotic violators.
The disposition in allot the above cases does not reflect

Q

fixed pattern ot punishment.

This happene because unlike

a minor or an adult, a juvenile otfender 1s not tried for his
specific delinquent utI rather he 18 arraigned tor incorriglbll.1 ty or delinquency_

However, he is arraigned u

an individual

and is processed at the looal Police Distriot Sta.tion

by

the Juv-

enile Polioe Offioer and then reterred to the Family Court of
Cook County, since the Juvenile Offioer does not have the permission ot the Family Court to adjust narcotic violations at the
District Police Station a.s he does with leas •• rious violations.
At the Family Oourt, the cue might be ad.1ullted there in the

Complaint Department or held over tor Family Court appearance ot
the violator and his puente.

At the hearing in the Family Court

he may be (1) l'elea•• d, (2) be given Special Supeniaion of the
Court tor- varying periods of a month to a year or (J) be committe
to the Illinois State Training School for BoY'S at St. Charles,

I

Illinois.

I

The girls being committed would be sent to the Illinoi

State Training School for Girls at Geneva, Illinois.
In general, the seriousness of the of:t'ense is but one
of sevex-al factor. and not the sole norm. for adjudicating.

The

violator's status a8 an individual, his mental capacity, his
family and social background are all discreetly considered by the
Family Court in for.mulating a plan most suitable and conformable
for his -rehabl1itatlou and restoration to society.

For this

reason, the writer does not indicate the dispositions made in the
261 cases, believing that the multiple factors that must be considered in such dispositions could not be evaluated with statistics alone.
It is evident also that the writer has made no attem.pt
to show the religious affilIation (usually nominal) of the narcotic violator, for these statistios would merely show that the
vast majorit7 had listed Prote,tant as their (or their parentsf)
religious belief.

This vagueness as to religious affiliation is

not limited to just these narcotic 'Violators but i8 the experience ot the writer and other Ju'Venile Offioers in questioning
juvenile delinquents.

It is believed that a concluaion could be

drawn on this fae tor that would be basically sound: tha t i t is
the lack ot genuine religioua affIliation on the part of the young
offender that haa been a major contributing cause for his getting
into difficulty.

This need for religious aftiliation to meet one

of the basic need. of the growing ohild prom.pted the Chicago
Police Department a number of years ago to include the advioe,

~----------------~
~

"Dontt send your child to Church, take him" as part of its instructions given by the Juvenile Police Officer to parents of
juvenile offenders.

CHAPTER V

AC TION TAKEN BY CHICAGO AUTHORITIES TO

CURTAIL SFREAD OF DRUG ADDICTION
Pioneers 1n the field of criminology have long held that
the adult criminal doesn't begin his life of deviation fram legal
and moral codes as an adult but haa begun to show a certain pattern ot deviation long before, beginning possibly as a child in
playing truant from school.

Because this first ignoring of the

law was not properly or sllf'ficiently corrected, the potential
delinquent continued in his method ot deviation.
begin with petty

pilferi~

to

He would otten

supply money and recreation during

his •• lf~rea ted t:ree time, graduating 1n the severity

0'*

otfense

depending upon the frequency of apprehension and method and degree 01' corrective measures attempted.
Leading sociologists and criminologists have also held
that the prevention 01' this juvenile delinquency (which includes
narcotic addiction) and sllbsequent, although not always inevitable
adult crim.1nality,is not and cannot be the 8.01e r.sponslbilitJ of
the local enforcement agency in the community.

Such prevention,

they wisely advise, is the result ot the oollective ettorts 01'
all the communi ty agenciea, including the home, the $Chool, the

54

ss
church. and"'all other agencies, both public ,and p%'ivate, eoncerned with the health and welfare of the growing child.

Unless

these agencies are working together a8 a unit and working in very
olose cooperation with the local law enforcement group, these
pioneers stress, little progress will be made in understanding
and coping with the complexities that enter into the structul'lng

of an integrated personality and wholesome character during the
very imppessionable and f'ormative stages of life that begin with

the infant. - not the child af'ter he has committed his first
delinquent act.
A. E. J. Lukas baa pointed. out to ua

:sxeept for the pollce, children's courts and rel"ormatory 1nstitutiona, public and p%'ivate agenoies are not organized
primarily tor the prevention ot crime and delinquency. That
function is eanaideped to be an adjunct to or a by-ppoduct
of their other Hlated purposes. Direct servic.s, deSigned
mainly as grime preventive., ape fewJ the indirect services
&roe m.a.ny. ItI I

Many authorities in the field ot ertminology believed
that the possibility ot ••our1ng this cooperation among inter-

ested ageneie. would take years ot planning and would be too remote

tOl'

consider.. tion ot current crime problema. whioh inclUded

the development ot juvenile delinquency.

While thi. opinion was

untortunately a predominant one, it waa not that ot one leading

11 Lukas, ·Prevention ot Crime", lQoIeloRed1a of
cr1m1nOlOff' page 333 1 oited in Sheldon and Eleanor GlUeck,
Delinquent'!n~ Making. New York, 1951, page 19).
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.ocl010gist~and

cr1minologist, who, being a man ot vision, abetted

by the ore tical and prao tical experience in dealing wi th the crime

problem, attempted to secure the cooperation ot interested agencies to deal with the crime problem in Chicago.

The man, a

priest, is the nationally known au thor! ty, the Rev.rand Ralph
T. Gallagher, S.J.,

or

Loyola University, Ohicago.

Pa tber Gallagher knew that the tu tux-e criminal pat tel'll
of Chicago or ot any oommunity depended on what vas done to curb
crime at the tirst sign of ita development,. or mOH im.portantly,
the prevention ot the delinquent act or crime in the tirst place.

In hi• • •al to secure this cooperation, aince it did not seem to
be forthcoming from any other source, Father Gallagher discus.ed
with his triend, Mr. William TUohy, then State's Attorney tor
Cook County, a very practical and attainable plan tor organizing
allot the law entorcement agencie. in Ohicago into a single un1t
whose primary run.tion vithin thi. unIt va. the prevention ot
delinquency and subs.quently the preventlon ot adult crime.
Untortunatel., tor Chloago, Mr. Tuohy vas taken 111 and
his ter.m ot ottice va. completed by an assIstant whose visIon did
not aeem to be aa vlde a. that ot both Mr. Tuoh)," and Father
Gallagher.
C~1m.

Fortunately top Chicago, however, the idea tor a

PreventIon Plan .a formulated b)'" Father Gallagher dId not

die oompletely.

Ppe.ent In Mr. TUohy'. ottice the day Father

Gallagher outlined hl. plan, was another man who had been a crime
~eporter

tor many year. and immediately aaw the practIcality and
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workabiliti ot the plan.

It was not until several years later,

however, that the man, Mr. James Doherty. then a Chicago lribun!
reporter, and cognizant ot the rapidly inoreasing orime problem,
partioularly on the subject ot narcotics, was successtul in gatb
ering together leadel'"8 in the profesaiona, in civic and tratel'n&
organizations, in politica, as well as elected officials, law
enforcement agencies and union leaders.
held at the Tavern Club on
entbnaiaam for the Crime

This meeting -ot leaders

S.ptemb.r~8th,

-~~.vent~on

1949, produced great

Plan aa oonceived by Father

Gallagher and resulted in the formation that night, ot the first

ot three agenci.s concerned primarily with the prevention ot
orime in Ohicago.
This agene,. named. the Crime Prevention Council., consist. ot the top ottiqials ot City, county, state and federal
agencies concerned with law enforcement, education and other phaaea ot work in the field ot crime prevention and control.

Aa

outlined in the original plan, in this &genc,., a central organization, the crime-fighting faoilities and resources ot all agenciea are pooled and made available to all.
On September 12, 1949, the .eoond agency came into existence and became known aa the Crime Prevention Bureau, .tatted
with apeciallr qualIfied personnel tram the various agenoi •• join
ed within the Council, who••• ole pUl'po.e tor existenoe 1s to
carry out the directives and further the objectives ot the Counell.

sa
In passing. the third agency might be mentioned here.
Although it came into existence a rew months after the first two,
it haa not funotioned as intended.

It is named Crime Prevention,

Inc., a not-tor-profit citizens t organization headed by prominent
civic leaders, created to cooperate with and to promote cooperation by and between the public agenciei joined within the Counoil
and Bureau.

While its objectives were basically sound, it func-

tioned feebly tor only a. short time and val soon relegated to an
inactlve status by the pressure of other duties on its leaders.
The initial meeting ot the

Cr~e

Prevention Counell ou

September 18th, 1949, brought into toeus one ot the major crime
problema confronting Ohicago, which,vas the possession, sale and
use of narcotic drug..

The transcript ot the proceedings ot that

meeting reveal that

John C. Prendergast,

~.

~len

Commissioner ot

Police, "admitted hi. concern over the increase in (1) the activity of peddlers and (2) the use ot narcotics among young people,
particularly teen-agars."

These ofticials believed that the con-

cern tor this major problem could not be limited to the police
officers and Fedepal investigators but should be

s~.d

by phy-

siCians, legislatora, educators and other groupe in the community.
In line with this reasoning, one ot the first undertaking ot this Crtm. Prevention Council was the sponsoring ot a
joint meeting betw.en physicians and law ent'oroement officials,
on October 19th, 1949, for the purpose ot holding a jOint d1scussion on narcotics. with a view to formulating some definite

r,~---------,
plan of aetfon in

~egard

to the problem.

It resulted in the torm

ation of a Physician's Oommittee, headed by Dr. Andrew C. Ivy.
then

Vice-p~esident

in

eha~ge

of Professional Schools, University

of Illinois, and a sub-committee, tor further research and planning.

Dr. Ivy immediately began a study of the narcotIc problem

and shortly afterward presented, in the form of a monograph, the

result ot his survey, setting torth (a) the probl.m (b) what has
been done about it and. (c) recommendationa tor the tu ture.

Muoh

ot the activity and aooomplishments in this field ot endeavor hay
st6mmed from the observations and recommendations given by
D~.

Ivyts committe••
Organisation of the doctors was tollowed early in 1950

by a s1m11ar organization among the legislators.

Members of eaoh

of these groups, aa well as some ot the law enforcement otticials,
testified at the series of legislative meetings on narcotics that
was held between February and December, 1950.

In May of 1950,

the Educators Committee, composed of representatives trom local
schools and collegea, both public and private, vas organized.

'l'he

formation ot the •• committe.s led to joint meetings of physicians,
educato~8,

legis1atQ~s

and law entorcement officials and

m~ked

the beginning ot a untfied" . concerted etfort to bring the narcotic
problem

befo~e

the general public and in an organized way in

ord.~

to aeoure public support in coping with it.
Several

impo~tant

developments came trom this unified

activity in the Fall ot 1950 with the

autho~ization by

the

r-
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the Commissioner ot Police ot a reorganization ot the existing
Narootic Bureau and the adoption ot new procedures tor processing
all narcotic ca.e.

~ough

a centralized Narcotic Bureau.

new procedures were patterned after ones already in

US8

These

in the

Sex Bureau and inoluded the use ot a history sheet whioh was to
be filled out in detail by the arresting or investigating ottieel'S

in the District Stations and returned immediately to the

Bureau, a mandatory part ot the processing of narcotic cases, to
bring together certain tactual data on the persona known to the
Bureau.

It was .k.nown that a compilation ot such data would tur-

nish information nQt only about the individuals, but about the
oommunities in which they lived and whether provisions being set
up tor their protection and correotion would be adequate.
Included in this reorganization of the Narcotic Bureau
was the enlargement ot the police narootic detail in February.

1951, trom a halt dozen men to nearly tifty ha.nd-pioked detectives from various outlying stations who were trained wld then
assigned to run down the dope peddlers.

These officers presented

a un1ted grouping ot allot the police departments working
through one leader, the top otficial ot the Nucotic Bureau, who
was Sgt. John Mangan at that time. and whose death brought a replacement with the present head, Lieutenant Joseph Healy, an outstanding police official.
Another development.in the Fall ot 1950 was the designation by the Chief Justice of the Municipal Court ot a
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centralize~

court

fo~

ment in the countrr.
AS

Branch

40 ot

hearing only narcotic cases, a pioneer move
This centralized court val first des1gnated

the Munioipal Court.

All case. inyolving the us.

possession or sale of narcotics were made peturnable to this
Court, with the exception of the jury eases and the cases involving boys 17 to 21 years ot age which continued to be returnable
to Branch

42

ot the Munioipal Oourt.

It soon became apparent,

however, because ot the volume ot caaes of the need for a special
ized court to handle all narcotic cases.

It was not until March

ot 19$1, however, that this specialized court beoame a reality
When the Chief Justice established a special order, "a special

branch ot this
nated as Branch

lt~

57,

Municipal) Court • • • to be known and deaig w
the Narcotic Court."

A presiding judge waa

selected who was thoroughly familiar with ule narcotic problem
and who would aid the crime prevention agenCies in their
prog~am.

n~cotic

Special prosecutors were a180 assigned to this court in

which all narcotic case. were to be tried·whether the defendant
i8 a minor bOl or girl or an adult male or temaJ.e. nTh... ta.b-

liahment of the apee1alized and centralized court to handle all
criminal and quaai-cr1m1nal cases wherein defendants are charged
with the manufa.cture, sale, possession or use ot narcotics 1n the
City of Chieago. was the tirst Court of its kind to be establish-

ed in the United States.

In June ot 1951. the Crime Prevention Council realized
that although the legislators were working at both federal and
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state level, on the adoption of more .evere penalties tor violations ot the Harootio Act, Chlcago would have to attack the problem through oel-tain revislons ot the 01 t,. Oode.

This recommenda-

tion was carried out when the Disorderly Oonduct charge was
amended. alao in June, 1951, to permit the arrest ot known drug
addicts tound loitering on the street or in public place..

This

is the only charge law enforcement officers can place against
persona apprehended solely because of their addiotion.

Chicago

again was the first citl in the country to have such a pl-o.is1on
in its Oity Code.
fhe educational program. of the Crime Prevention Council

included the alerting ot truant otficera, counselora, teachers ot
mental hygiene aa vell as the students and their parents, and
other civic and community groups, as to the dangers ot drug addiction.

Over tive

h~ed

talks were given by Orime Prevention

BUlleau pellsonnel to the above groups during eaoh ot the lears ot
1950, 1951 and 1952; and only in late 1953 did such talks drop
below this average.

The writer, a staft m$mber ot the Crime

Prevention Bureau during this period, took an active part in the
educational program.
At the suggestion ot Hr. George Donoghue, Superintendent
of the Chioago Park System, plalgxaound personnel, beach attendants and other public employees oOming in contact w1th Ohioago's
young people during the school vacat10n pe:r1ods were instructe4
in means of detection of narcot10 peddlers and users.
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~Th.

legislative activity of the Crime Prevention oom-

mittees showed encouraging progress when on Mar 2, 1951, a bill
incorporating the committees' request for stifter penalties va.
passed with an emergency clause and signed by the Governor

or

Illinois, which made it possible for judges to make us. of the
new legislation 1mm&d1ately instead ot waiting until two months
later when it would nor.mally have become ertective.

This new

amendment of House Bl11 1544 changed the state law trom a misdemeanor to a felony and provided a penalty ot not less than one

nor more than five years imprisonment tor the first orrense ot
illegally selling, prescribing, administering or dispensing any
narcotic drug, two years to lite for a subsequent otfense and
provides a sentence ot tram two years to lite for a peddler illegally selling, prescribing, administering or dispensing any narcotic drug to any

p.~son

Hnder twentY-Qne Ieare £! !E!.

It is believed that the paSSing ot this law baS been one

ot the major oontributing tactors in the reduotion ot the use ot
narcotios by young .people.

In Figure 6 (page 64) it w111 be noted

that during 1950. indicated by the solid line. the nuaber ot violators handled monthly was le88 than tive in only three
twelve months.

or

the

It beoomes apparent that since Oetober, 19$1, in-

ieated by the bttoken line, and glanCing at FlguH

7, the ;years

952-1953, the number of juvenile v1olators banal.' baa been conistently below an average ot :rive cases handled each month.

ecline was noted by the writer at its beginning downward

This

t~.nd
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FIGURE 6

ARRESTS OF JUVENILE NARCOTIC VIOLATORS IN CHICAGO
BY MONTHS, 1950-1951 (193 CASES)

••

•••• I1S.

-'''0
ARRESTS

• ••••••

FIGURE 7
OF JUVENILE NARCOTIC VIOLATORS IN CHICAGO
BY MONTHS, 1952-1953 (79 CASES)
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and early in the Fall of 1952, after a number of peddlers had
been sentenced under
tion.

~le

new statelav, she besan an investiga-

Captain Robert Ryan, then Director of the Juvenile Bureau

of the Chicago Police Department, expressed the opinion to this
-writer that the new state law was acting as a. d.efinite dete:r-rent
in

~~e

sale of narcotics to juveniles as well as to minors.

investigations of his Juvenile Officers in

~~e

The

districts affected.

had revealed that the narootic peddlers were being more selective
in selling their 111egal vares and were demanding birth cart!!!cRtes tor assurance in not selling to a :minor. in much th$ same
way that Chicago tavern owners have been demanding proof of age

to prevent selling liquor to underage persons.
It is believed that Table III (page 66) bears out th1s
beliet that the new state law 1s acting as a deterrent for the
sale ot narcotics to persons under twenty-one years of age, tor
it shows a decline in arrests ot minors for 1952 and 1953 as compared with 1951 when

~le

law went into efteot.
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~ABLE

III

COMPARISON OF ARRESTS OF MINORS AND ADULT NARCOTIO VIOLATORS,
CHICAGO, 1952 and 1953 AS COMPARED WITH 1951
Comparison
wi th .~1.95~

1~.5~

Oomparison
J{ith 1~1

A2ea

1951

~1952

11-20

1661

1338 - 19.1 per cent

1283 - .2J percent

26-)0

21-25

2673
1127

3136). 25 per cent

3532). 47 per cent

31-35

491

Minora

ll-4-~~ 3iil~3
0

~6- 0
1 and

Over,

156

DOO!mA§E

1631)

Increase

UC!lDY

2060)

Increase

631 - 28.5 per cent

667 • 35.8 per cent

3~)

358)
169). 8 per cent

Increase

15'1-

111
106

10.7 per cent

PmREASE

Increase

90)

106)

DECREASE

The Crime Prevention Council was not satisfied with
new legislation to help their program on just the city and stat.
levels, however, but knew that more severe penalties on the
national level would be needed since tne narcotios are imported
to the United Statea and not native to it.

Through ,their coop-

erative efforts, they welcomed the newly enacted tederal legislation in October, 1951, which strengthened the penalties against
cotic peddlers in fixing the minimum and maximum prison terms
of two to five yeus tor the tirst ottense ot receiVing, concealing, buying, selling, or in any manner tacili tat1ng the

,..

--------------------------------------------------------------~
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transportatIon, concealment or sale ot any narootic drug after
bding

into the United States; five to ten years for the

seoond offense, and ten to twenty years ror tho third and subsequent offenses.

Prior to this enactment,

~le

average sentence of

persons convioted ot such violations by the t'edGral authorities
was twenty-three months with probation regulations outting it
down to an average of only one year or less served in prison.
Chicago, not content with merely isolating or punishing
the addic t, flaw the need for some type of treatment program. ·.,hich
wo~d

attempt to rehabilitate these young people who had already

become vlctLms of the drug, and to investigate methods of preventive

men~al

hygiene which would halt the further spread of addic-

tion among the young population of the city_
Under the guidance and leadership of such organizations
as the Crime Prevention Council, the Cook County Physicians

A8socl~

ation, the Chicago Medical Assoeiation and others, a program was
presented to the Illinois General Assembly during the 1951 8e8Siona, and after oonsiderable study the legislatUl-. passed an Act,
Hou•• Bill No. 1257, authorizing the establishment ot three out-

patient medical counaeling clinics for

~le

oltT ot Ohicago, tor

the treatment and rehabilitation of young narcotic addiCts, inelu...
ding juveniles.

Atter some delay, two c11nics were opened on

November 30th, 19$1, one at Frovident Hospital and one at the

L

,

brou~lt

University of Illinois College of Med1cine.

The third clinic was

opened Novembel' 15th, 1952, at the NOl'thwutem Med1.. al School.
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~e8.

olinics are concerned with the treatment and re-

habilitation of patients with a history of addiction, but who are
not presently physically dependent on drugs.

When the clinics

were first planned, it was not intended that active addicts would
be treated there but the experience of these clinics Ihowed that
a large number of persons who voluntarily came to the olinics
were actively addicted and in need of help.

It thus developed

tha t one of the tunc tiona of the clinic came to be counseling and
casework with these patients in order to prepare them to accept
hospitali.ation for the initial step in treatment and to arrange
for their referral to a pl'oper hospital faCility, such aa that
at U. S. Public Health Service Hospital at LeXington, Kentucky.
Planning for a program of tollow-up and continued rehabilitation,
upon discharge trom the hospital, is also a part of the sen1ce.
provided by the olinios tor these patients.
On Much 18th, 1954. Dr. Leonidas H. Ber17,eoordlnator
of the clinic activities, reported in a press conference that the
findings in the fir.t two years of operation of these narcotio
treatment centers in Chicago that the narcotic addiction

p~oblem

is not e. hopeless one from the standpOint ot treatment and prevention.

He further added that the value of the clinics lies in

its being (1) a center around which to moboliz. community resources, (2) a center tor follow-up care and (3) a laborator7 to
better understand and cope with the problem,

The auccess achiev-

ed by using the technique of psychiatry and medicine by the
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clinics hal undoubtedl7 been one of the

con~ibuting

factors whic}

has resulted in some reduction in narcotic addiction in Chioago.
One other new Illinois Law suggested by the Crime
Prevention Counoilmembers wal introduced into the State legislature in the Spring of
June 16th, 1953.

19~3,

was passed and became ettectlve on

It i. an act which requires a drug addict to

register with the Department of Registration and Education ot the
State ot Illinois and to carry an identification card. indicating
such registration on their person at all times.

The new law pro-

vides a penalty ot 81x months to a year in jail tor those Who
fail to register a8 addicts, and a tine ot trom one dollar to
one-hundred dollars or imprisonment tor not more than one year,
or both, tor a drugaddiotwho tails to carry his registration
card as provided by the Act.

It is believed that such registra-

tion will give the authoritiea inform.ation needed to suppress the
narcotic tratt1. and will also enable polioe to determine which
areas are the hottest spots tor peddlers.
It has long been the opinion ot the Crime Prevention
Council members that Ohioago realized its problem and started doing something about 1t betore otticials in some otner cities be.
came
The

awa~e

of the growth of the narGotic traftio and took action.

p~ogram

just described haa materially reduced the problem.

CHAPTER VI

COIOLUBIO.
An evaluation of the findings

extent

or

the use

or

ot this study as to the

narcotics by juveniles in Chicago would have

to take into consideration that the study was limited to juveniles .,8.::p'prehended
ci ty or state ,law.

~llaw

enforcement agencies tor violations of a

Becaua. the main source of information came

trom the his tory sheets t111ed out by the Juvenile Police Officer
at the t1m.e ot thejuveniles t arrest, the legal rather than the
social or medical alpects ot the oftenses are emphasized, both in

the information secured and in the preventive and corrective

measures adopted tor dealing with these offenders.
We have aeen in the disoussion in the previous chapters
that the narcotic addiot, whether he be juvenile, minor or adult,

cannot be permitted to oontinue in his addiction to apread the
disease but must be .ought out" particularly on the juvenile level
and encouraged to uae the available resources tor treatment ot the

medical and social implications ot\narcotic addiction.

For the

polloe to Arr98t and incaroerate all addicts and keep them incarcerated would be impract1cal inasmuch as adequate facilities are
not available tor their rehabilitation.
70

It has been pOinted out
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that the only hospital with adequate therapeutic faoilit1ea to
handle drug addiction 1s the U. S. Public Health Hospital at
Lexington, Kentucky, and commi ttmont there must be onl a voluntary
basis.

It must also be stressed that the rate of recidivism even

at this institution has been high and a definite cure not obtained by every patient who volunteers for treatment there.

The re-

lapse rate at this institution for the period of May 1st, 1935
to January 1st, 1949, during which time 11,011 addicts were admitted is ,39.6 per cent.

While the intensification of research

in this field haa promised new improvement in the results ot
treatment ot addiction, it does not focus on the vital issue of
the cause ot the addiction in the first place.
It has been suggested that the legalization ot narcotics would permit addicts to secure their necessary supply of the
drugs and thus abolish criminal acts by addicts to provide themselves with money to bUJ the narcotics.

In light of drugaddic-

tion starting with the voluntary acceptance of the drug and resulting in a parasitical condition which makes drug addicts the
most unproductive .. useless mem.bers

or

aoc1etr. such legalization

would be for an abnormal behavior which has no basis in moral law
Experience has shown throughou t his tory that the only legal principles which have survived are those based on sound moral and
ethical principles.
Wh11e it is believed that adequate fac111ties should
be provided

1'01'

ens ting addie ts.. 1 t 161 believed the. t the main

I
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,i

1

emphasis of

any

"
"

program would have to be on the prevention of

addiction, which requires the same

1\

treatme$~
I,

as does the preven-

\

tion of any oontagious disease or even of Jtivenlle delinquency
itself.

Two approaches to such prevention would embody (1) mental
"i

'

heal th prograA'Ils admlnis tared by qualified 11.t\'&l th authorities
having

8.S

their first objective the dev.loPn\en'~ of people so erao-

tionall,. sound and well integra ted tha t ~"ley\ w~ll have no need tor
the pleasure or escape provided by drugs,

/

\

an~

(!)
legislation
'

\

:

\

whioh would prevent narcotio drugs fl"om being re'.dil,. available to
I

I

addiots or individuals with personality tral;ts which predispose to
addiction.

\
In view of the first approach to the ~revention of
r

addiction, we must never loae sight of viewing Il~eChi14
as a pro(, :',
duct of his total enVironment, which would include
sohool and the community.

t~~ h~~, the

It 1s unquestionablJ, the r.SPOllSlbility
1\ \

of parents to set up standards for their ohil~n eo that the
\

difference between desirable and undesirable be!iavior is learn...
:'

in the home.

I

This responsibilit7 ought not be .'hunted
to the
I \
/

school or another agency.

From a long range

:\

'

p~int
I

\\

of view, only:',

an intensive program in mental hygiene which w,uld include the
prerequisites tor happy family life will

I

produ~e

potential

/1

1

pare~t.

who do not have character-damaging influences which oould be

Ii"
,

i

passed on to their children.

I

Wi th reference to ru;.ug addic tion, the child should be (
taught that drug addiction will prevent

an~one

ever addicted

\

fr~~
,

I,

I

\

r

I
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becoming

a~member

of any of the branches of the armed foroes.

It

should be stressed that many jobs are forever closed to the known
addict sinee he may never be a member of any profession, may
never take a civil service examination for any City, county or

federal posltion in tbeoountry.

Narcotic addiution leads to the

mental, moral and physical destruction of the individual--and
this should be inteppreted to the child.
01'

Even were he in one

the above mentioned job. before he became an addict, he would

probably tall serioualy in them atter addiction.

The childts

education .henld alao at.,.••• that one ot the most priceless
aspect. 01' the ratiOnAlity that distinguishes man trom the ani-

mal. his

f~eedom

of the vill, 1s gone during the period of his

addiction to drugs.
!'here i . no single plan tor solving the narcotic prob-

lem, whether it be among juveniles or adults, for its aspects are
80

it.

complex that a many-aided program must be devised to cope with
This p%'Ogltam aust be continuous and include tlexible pro-

vi8ions taking into account the eduoational, soclal, religious,
legal, medical, economic and geograp'q.icalf'actol's in the cause
of drug addiction among adults as well as juveniles.
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JUVENILE HISTORY
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IIIII

HISTORY SHEET FILLED OUT ON ALL JUVENILE
OFFENJ5ERS

__I

IypewrIe. If ........
n.te of tbla report............................................ 19........... .
JUVENILE COURT RECORn No.................................... .

(Check One)

Name of Cbild. .....•....•• _•...-..;_•...•.•......... Qi__~•••••••••••...•• _bduGi.·············

....~•.~.Prt.;t ..................................... --.

Alao known ..· ................................ ii;;.;,;;o;.ii~i ........................... -....................................................................... .

AC.····················yean. Birth n.te ............................................................................... Color ..................................... .
11_*

DQ

Y ....

LiYUlC .t........................................................................................ Floor .................... Phon•......................................
(.-)

Limit with. ...... ............................. ... ... .... ...... ..... ..... .

. ................ Relatioaabip........................... .

F.th.r·. Ne...................................................................... F.ther·. Place of Birth .......................................... .
(. . . . . Li. . .

_~)

F.ther'. AcIdna................................................. .

. ..... Floor .................... Phon•......................................

Mother'. Nam•..............................................

.. Mother·. Place of Birth.......... ............................. .

( . . . . ~OI'Dead)

Mother'. Addrell ......................: .................................................... Floor ................... Phon•.........................

Lecal Guardian.................................

. ..................... Agency .............................................. .

AcIdna.................................................................................. .
School and Grade. or Employer ................... .
Hom. Supmrioi.... : Good 0
If detained,

Fair 0

Poor

. .Floor .................... Phon•.....................................
Child'•
....... Relilion.................. .

0

N.tionality.................. .

iii... ........... ................................. ..................................... ............................................ ... .
( H - - - . H.._ted. 11_....1 Wi. . . . Etit.)

ADULTS

A.IUnD

Addr...

Ne.

Ag.

Home Phone Buain... Phone

I. Child needed .. Wi_? .................. Wh.n and Wher.?.
..... Wanted or not? ................ iii.;;.;: ... __i........................................

H .. Stop-Order File been Checked?
If dettlined. who baa been notified? .....

n.te and Time ..................... .
If arreoted, where? ............. .

Time and Dat. of Arreot .....

JlWOIIlle Officer .................. .

(A..... )

.........:..::

By Whom?

____ ......... Di.t. or Bureau .. .

................ ByWhom?
.. _-_ ......... -... -_ ... __ ...... A.II.
P.II.

. ... ... R.portinc Officer ..

................................... 19....... ···
...... Diat. or Bureau.................. .

Received at Inttlke ........................................................ .

. ..... ~:::

Tranaferred to Det.ntion Hom•...

. ...... Wh.n? ................................. .

HI. petition been filed? ....................... .

Trenuer .uthorized by ....................................................................... .
Plan of Action ....................................................... Probabl. length 01 d.tention ................ .

A.II.

-·_-·---_·-_·P.•.
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REVERSE SIDE OF JUVENILE HISTORY SHEET APPEARING IN APPENDIX I
STATIMINT O' CAlI
(Thi••tatement mull includ. full detail. . . to time. d.te and location, or .pprozimate location, of each olfe.....
identity of all complainant. and other witneaaea. deacription and value of property .tolen or cIamaced. recoverlea if
any. who actually uaed • weapon. where ....pon w •• obtained. an .ccount of any uae of drue•• and any other .vail.ble information which may aaai.t in detennininc the courae of .ction to be taken followinc referral).

COMPLAINANTS
N.me

Addr...

Home Phone

Buain... Phone

Home Phone

Buam-Phone

I
WITNUSU
Name

Addr...

I
Remarb: _________________________________________________________________

..... 1· . . . .
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PRINT OR TYPE

CHICAGO POllCE DEPARTMENT

NARCOTIC OFFENDER'S HISTORY SHEET
s. C.

No.-- - - - - - -

OfJenae Report No.--_ _ _ __

()fIiender Lives in District No. - - -

Male

08'enN occurred in D i s t . - - - - - - -

0

Narcotics Bur. N o . - - - - - - Female

OfJenae cleared up by Bur. or D i s t . - - - - - - Initial

OffInd,er'l. Surname

0

Addr_ Ginn wben arre.ted

Au- or Nlclmam.

OfFender'. correct addr...

-------'Occupation-- _____ _

Nativity----

----M~------

Sincle'------

No. of Children

DateorBln=h~------------~~~.~.~07r·B~lr~th~----------

~tAc·

Education

How lone residine at correct a d d r e s s ? - - - - - - - - - - - - - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
With whom residing at correct address.

Give full name and relationship, if any- ---- -

______ ._____ _

Names and addresses of immediate family, relatives, or close friends-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - -_________

If offender owns automobile, give full description, Iicenae number, and where car is kept _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Place of employment and how long e m p l o y e d - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
-----;;;-SOurce Incom.-----

Bztent Income

-----~-----.------------------

Social Security Number, and where employed when same was issued:----___ ------- ___ _

- - - - - - - - - - P l a c e of .rr••t---~---~·-

-~-

-~~------=----~

Date and time of .rr.t

Complainant·. Nam.

Telephone Number

Synopais showing what Offender actually did, or what he is actually accused of doing:
---~-----

--------------

------------------_.-

------------_._-------------

------.---~---

-----~

With whom arrested?

INVENTORY AND SEND AllEGED NARCOTICS TO THE CRIME LABORATORY AS SOON AS POSSIBLE
Arr_tIne and InY.tiptine 0lIl .... Full Nam. and Star Noa.
...... D .. N2IIO

201(

IS?

. . . . .,.

".Q~------------""""""""."""'"
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REVERSE SIDE OF ADULT HISTORY SHEET APPEARING IN APPENDIX III
This History sheet shall be used in cases of SUSPECT as well as KNOWN Narcotic Offenders. In Narcotic Offenses where an
arrest is made, this History Sheet should be attached to the arrest slip and accompany the prisoner to the Detective Bureau Lockup.

*

INFORMATION IN THIS SPACE TO BE FILLED IN BY ARRESTING OFFICERS

ADDICT

I

NON-MEDICAL

0

0

0

0

MEDICAL

TYPE
NARCOTICS:

HEROIN

COCAINE

DATE FIRST USE NARCOTICS

M .... RI.JUANA

0

0

OPIUM

OTHER

RELATIONSHIP -ADDICTION & CAREER

REASON F"OR ADDICTION

AVAILABILITY OF" DRUGS
SUFF"lCIENT TO KEEP HABIT
IS SUPPLY STEADY

0

MORPHINE

DATE F"IRST NARCOTICS ARREST

YES

YES

0

NO

0
0

NO

,0

AMOUNT USING NOW

CQST _ _ _

PREVIOUS AMOUNT

COST

~

__ _

PRESENT SOuRCE OF" SUPPLY

CHAAGE

DATE

Ol8P081TIDN

nRST NON-NARCOTIC ARREST:

CRIMINAL
SPECIALTY:

ROBBER

0

BURGLAR

0

PICKPOCKET
SHOPLIFTER

0

CDN-C3AME

0

AUTO THIEF

0
0

OTHER
SPECIFY

LOCAL HANGOUTS

ADDICT ASSOCIATES AND THEIR SOURCES

ATTEMPTED CURES:

VOLUNTARY

0

INVOLUNTA~Y

SELLER

0

PLACE

DATE

ALIASES OR NICKNAMES

LOCALES FREQUENTEO

CRIMINAL ASSOCIATES

PRESENT MOOIS OPERANDI

ALSO ADDICT:

*

YES

0

NO

0

NAR. BUR. No.

LICENSE No.

DESCRIBE AUTO USED

BUREAU OF IDENTIFICATION WILL FILL IN THIS INFORMATION
. Height~~-- .... -

Nhite

Age----.,
::alored

~Weight-

,:Olor of Eyes.

-Color of Hair
~ Teeth-

"orehead

Slender.--_ _ _

.. - - - Build:

I

Medium.-- ____ COmplexion _ _ _ _ _ _ _

, Stout--.--- _ _ ~
-Nose--

-~Chin

Deformities

. -~-Lips_._
Tattoo

'llarks or Scars

Group Photo No.

of I. No.

'iases or Nicknames in full

~eived

Delivered To:---_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

From:-----------

'Jrt Branch

Date

Charges

